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The parity-violating asymmetry was measured for the inelastic scattering of electrons from the
proton, at Q2 = 0.082 GeV2 and W = 2.23 GeV, above the resonance region. The result Ainel =
−13.5±2.0(stat)±3.9(syst) ppm is in agreement with theoretical calculations, and helps to validate

the modeling of the γZ interference structure functions F γZ1 and F γZ2 used in those calculations,
which are also used for determination of the �γZ contribution to parity-violating elastic scattering
measurements. A positive parity-violating asymmetry for inclusive π− production was observed, as
well as positive beam-normal single spin asymmetry for scattered electrons and a negative beam-
normal single spin asymmetry for inclusive π− production.
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I. MOTIVATION44

The importance of two-boson exchange processes (e.g., γγ, γZ) to precision electromagnetic and electroweak physics45

has become increasingly apparent in recent years. For example, it is now widely believed that two-photon exchange46

contributions can explain much (perhaps all) of the striking difference in the proton form factor ratio GpE/G
p
M as47

extracted from cross sections using the Rosenbluth separation technique and that obtained from recoil polarization48

measurements, e.g., [1] (see [2] for a recent review). Two-photon box diagrams generate such observables in electron49

scattering as beam-normal single spin asymmetries [3] and target-normal single-spin asymmetries [4], as well as50

differences between e−p and e+p scattering cross sections [5, 6], all of which have motivated a number of experiments51

[7–17]. Superallowed nuclear beta-decay measurements, which are critical ingredients to tests of the unitarity of the52

CKM matrix, have γW and WZ box diagrams as their largest nucleus-independent radiative corrections [18], and so53

theoretical control of these diagrams is therefore highly desirable [19].54

A particular example of the relevance of two-boson exchange diagrams is the case of the γZ box diagram in parity-55

violating electron scattering (PVES). In PVES, longitudinally-polarized electrons scatter from an unpolarized target56

(a proton in the present case), and electroweak interference generates an asymmetry between the scattering cross57

section for right-handed (σR) and left-handed (σL) electrons,58

APV =
σR − σL
σR + σL

Elastic PVES on the proton has been used as a powerful low-energy test of the Standard Model [20], because at59

sufficiently small four-momentum transfer Q2, and for forward-angle scattering, this asymmetry depends in a simple60

way on the proton’s weak charge, QpW , via61

APV /A0 = QpW +Q2B(Q2, θ), A0 =

[
−GFQ2

4πα
√

2

]
. (1)

where GF the Fermi constant, α is the fine structure constant, −Q2 is the four-momentum transfer squared, and62

B(Q2) encodes hadron structure effects. Within the framework of the Standard Model, the weak charge depends in63

turn on the weak mixing angle, sin2 θW , through the tree-level relation QpW = 1− 4 sin2 θW .64

Including radiative corrections, we have [21]:65

QpW = (ρ+ ∆e)
(
1− 4 sin2 θW (0) + ∆′e

)
+ �WW + �ZZ + �γZ(0). (2)

where sin2 θW (0) is the weak mixing angle at zero momentum transfer. The electroweak radiative correction terms ρ,66

∆e, and ∆′e are under good theoretical control and have been calculated to sufficient precision [21] for interpretation67

of existing [20] and planned [22] measurements of the weak charge. Similarly, the box diagram terms �WW and68

�ZZ , which are amenable to evaluation via pQCD, are known to adequate precision [23]. Thus the weak charge Qpw69

is well-predicted within the Standard Model and provides an excellent low-energy avenue to search for new physics,70

motivating the recent Qweak [20] and future P2 [22] experiments.71

This satisfactory situation was upset when Gorchtein and Horowitz [24] revealed that the γZ box diagram �γZ72

(in particular, the term �VγZ , the piece which involves the axial electron current and the vector hadron current) was73

both strongly energy-dependent and much larger (at the relevant beam energy scale) than had been claimed in earlier74

estimates. Of critical importance, they showed that the uncertainty on �VγZ was large enough to add significantly to75

the uncertainty aimed for by experiment.76

Following on that initial work by Gorchtein and Horowitz, several different theoretical groups have performed77

calculations of the �VγZ term. Gratifyingly, there is excellent agreement on the size of �VγZ from all these calculations78

[25–31], although there is not yet consensus on the size of the theoretical uncertainty on �VγZ .79

The most important input to these calculations are the γZ interference structure functions F γZ1 and F γZ2 , which are80

functions of Q2 and W 2 (or, equivalently, Q2 and Bjorken x). Unfortunately, experimental input on these structure81

functions is scarce, unlike their pure electromagnetic analogs F γ1 and F γ2 . While there have been extractions of F γZ182

and F γZ2 using neutral current deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments at HERA [32], those data were at very83

high Q2 (> 60 GeV2) and small Bjorken x, while the region of the dispersion integral that is important for �VγZ84

calculation is high x and low Q2. The various �VγZ calculations differ primarily in how they choose to model F γZ1 and85

F γZ2 in this kinematic regime, and in the uncertainties ascribed to this modeling.86

This modeling of the γZ interference structure functions can be tested by comparing to parity-violating electron87

scattering data. However, there are only two previous PVES experiments that can be used to constrain or test models88
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of F γZ1 and F γZ2 . These are the measurement of parity-violating inelastic scattering near the ∆(1232) resonance by89

the G0 collaboration, who extracted the parity-violating asymmetry from the proton and deuteron at Q2 = 0.34 GeV2
90

and W = 1.18 GeV [33], and the JLab Hall A E08-011 (PVDIS) collaboration, which measured asymmetries from91

electron-deuteron scattering over several values of W between 1.2 to 1.98 GeV and Q2 between 0.95 and 1.47 GeV2
92

[34]. Constraints based on the results from these two experiments were applied by the Adelaide-Manitoba-Jefferson93

Lab (AJM) theoretical group [30] and were important in reducing their quoted uncertainty in �VγZ . The AJM94

group subsequently applied quark-hadron duality parton distribution function (PDF) fits in order to apply additional95

constraints on the interference structure functions [31].96

Additional experimental input to test these models of the interference structure functions, and thus test the cal-97

culation of the �VγZ diagram, would clearly be valuable; this motivated the present measurement. During a special98

running period of the Qweak experiment, the beam energy was raised in order for us to measure the parity-violating99

asymmetry from the proton in an inelastic region of interest (Q2 = 0.082 GeV2 and W = 2.23 GeV) for the �VγZ100

calculations, and for which asymmetry predictions were available using the structure function models from two of the101

theoretical groups (AJM [30] and Gorchtein et al. [26]). In the remainder of this paper we describe this measurement102

and the data analysis, and compare the extracted asymmetry to the model predictions.103

II. EXPERIMENT104

The measurement was conducted using the Qweak apparatus which was located in Hall C at the Thomas Jefferson105

National Accelerator Facility. This apparatus was optimized for the measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry106

in the elastic scattering of longitudinally-polarized electrons at a 1.16 GeV beam energy from the protons in a liquid107

hydrogen target (the Qweak weak charge measurement [20]). A detailed discussion of the apparatus is available108

elsewhere [35]; here we provide an overview, followed by a presentation of those aspects that were modified for the109

present measurement.110

The Qweak apparatus was designed to detect electrons scattered from the target with scattering angles between 5.8◦111

and 11.6◦ (polar) and 49% of 2π in azimuth. The angular acceptance was defined by a series of three sets of precision112

lead-alloy collimators, each set with eight symmetric apertures in θ and φ. The azimuthal acceptances were matched to113

the eight open sectors (“octants”) of the toroidal spectrometer magnet. Momentum-selected scattered electrons were114

detected by one of eight identical fused-silica Cherenkov detectors, in an azimuthally-symmetric array, one detector115

per magnet octant. These detectors, called our main detectors (MD, numbered MD1 to MD8) were rectangular bars,116

2 m in length, 18 cm in width and 1.25 cm in thickness. Cherenkov light was read out from each MD using a pair of117

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), one located at each end of a given detector. Just upstream of each MD was located118

a 2-cm thick Pb pre-radiator, which served to amplify the signal from incident electrons through generation of an119

electromagnetic shower and also to suppress low-energy backgrounds. The main detectors were enclosed in a concrete120

shielding hut, with 122 cm thick walls. The upstream face of the hut was constructed of 80 cm thick high-density121

(2700 kg/m3) barite-loaded concrete (Ba2SO4).122

In the standard mode of data-taking used for the asymmetry measurements, the current produced by each main123

detector PMT was converted to a voltage and integrated during ∼ 1 ms long periods, known as “windows”, during124

which the electron beam helicity was held constant (see below). The integrated PMT signal for each helicity window125

was then digitized and recorded. This mode of data-taking is referred to here as “Integrating Mode”.126

An alternate mode, known as “Event Mode”, was used in which the beam current was reduced substantially (to127

∼ 0.1 nA), and PMT signals caused by individual scattering events were read out individually and digitized in a128

conventional manner. This enabled pulse-height and timing analysis of individual scattered events, which was useful129

for determining background fractions. During Event Mode data taking, a set of drift chambers, known as the the130

tracking system, were inserted upstream and downstream of the magnet to track individual charged particles during131

dedicated periods of low-current running. This system was used for calibration purposes, background studies, and for132

confirmation of the kinematics and acceptance of the detected electrons.133

The polarized electron beam’s helicity was selected 960 times per second, allowing the beam to be produced in a134

sequence of “helicity quartets”, either (+−−+) or (−++−), with the pattern chosen pseudorandomly at 240 Hz. The135

quartet pattern served to cancel effects due to slow linear drifts in beam properties or detector gains, while the rapid136

helicity reversal suppressed noise contributions due to fluctuations in either the target density or beam properties.137

An additional “slow” reversal of the helicity was done every 4 hours by insertion or removal of a half-wave plate in138

the path of the circularly-polarized laser beam used to generate the polarized electron beam. A third, independent139

reversal method, using a “double Wien” electron-spin rotator [36] in the accelerator’s injector region, which was140

developed for the primary Qweak experiment, was not used during the present short measurement.141

Continuous measurements of the incident electron beam current were made using three independent radio-frequency142

resonant-cavity beam current monitors (BCM), the beam trajectory was measured using five beam position monitors143
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(BPM), located upstream of the target, and energy changes were measured using another BPM at a dispersive location144

in the beam line.145

The primary target was a high-power cryogenic liquid hydrogen target. The hydrogen was maintained at 20 K and146

was contained in an aluminum-walled target cell, 34.4 cm in length, with thin Al-alloy entrance and exit windows147

(respectively, 0.11 mm and 0.13 mm thick). Several additional solid targets were available, in particular a 3.7 mm148

thick Al target, made with the same alloy as the hydrogen target entrance and exit windows; the thickness of the Al149

target was chosen to match the radiation length of the hydrogen target.150

For the present measurement, the apparatus and experimental conditions were modified in several ways. The beam151

energy was raised to 3.35 GeV, in order to access the inelastic scattering kinematics of interest; the incident beam152

current was maintained between 160 and 180 µA. Due to beam-delivery requirements for an experiment running153

concurrently in another experimental hall, it was not possible to deliver an electron beam which was polarized fully154

in the longitudinal direction. Instead, the electron spin angle during the “production” data set was at θprod
P =155

−19.7◦ ± 1.9◦, where a positive angle corresponds to an angle measured from the beam axis (+z-axis), rotated156

towards beam right (+x-axis). This corresponded to an electron spin with a 94.1% longitudinal component and a157

33.7% (horizontal) transverse component. Beam of the same energy, but polarized almost entirely in the horizontal158

transverse orientation, with a polarization angle of θtrans
P = 92.2◦ ± 1.9◦, was available for part of the data-taking,159

which we refer to as the “transverse” data set.160

The overall magnitude of the polarization of the electron beam was (P = 87.0 ± 0.6)% for both production and161

transverse data, as periodically measured by the Moller polarimeter [37] in Hall C.162

Due to the higher beam energy, a significant background was present in the main detectors caused by negative pions163

produced in the target with similar momenta to the inelastically scattered electrons of interest. Positively charged164

pions were swept out of the acceptance by the spectrometer magnetic field. With the high-rate integrating mode of165

detector readout, it is not possible to separate the contributions of individual electrons from individual pions to the166

asymmetry measurement. In order to measure and correct for this pion background, one of the main detectors (in167

octant 7) was modified so as to have an enhanced sensitivity to pions. The modification was the addition of a 10.2 cm168

thick Pb absorber (∼ 18 radiation lengths), placed just upstream of the detector, which significantly attenuated the169

signal in this detector from scattered electrons, while allowing the majority of the ∼ 1 GeV pions to generate signals.170

Thus the asymmetry in MD7 was dominated by that from incident pions, with a different mixture of electron and171

pion signals than that for the other 7 main detectors. Under the assumption that the pion and electron fluxes were172

azimuthally symmetric, this difference allowed an unfolding of the separate electron and pion asymmetries. We refer173

to the detectors other than MD7 as “unblocked” detectors.174

The production data set on the hydrogen target included 9.4×107 helicity quartets (108 hours of data-taking), and175

the transverse data set included 3.7 × 106 helicity quartets (4.3 hours of data-taking). The rate of charged particles176

incident on each unblocked detector was approximately 9 MHz, of which approximately 27% were pions and 73%177

electrons. As a typical electron produced significantly more light in a main detector than did a pion, the fraction of178

the integrated detector signal due to pions (see below) was 9.6%, with the remainder being mainly due to electrons.179

In order to measure the asymmetry caused by electrons scattering from the target entrance and exit windows,180

production data were also taken on the Al alloy target; for these runs the beam current was reduced to 60 µA. This181

aluminum data set included 5.2× 106 helicity quartets (6.0 hours of data-taking).182

III. DATA ANALYSIS183

The extraction of the parity-violating asymmetry for the inelastic scattering events took place in several steps.184

Event Mode data were used to determine the fraction of the experimental yield that arose due to pions and neutral185

particles (Sec. III A). The Integrating Mode data were used to form asymmetries for each detector, and these were186

then corrected for several classes of false asymmetry (Sec. III B). The resulting asymmetries and yield fractions for187

all eight detectors were analyzed in a combined fit in order to separately extract the transverse and longitudinal188

asymmetries for both electrons and pions (Sec. III C). Finally, the longitudinal electron asymmetry ALe obtained from189

this fit was corrected for the effect of various backgrounds (Sec. III D) in order to obtain the inelastic parity-violating190

asymmetry Ainel.191

Each of these steps in the analysis is described in the following sections. Further details can be found in the PhD192

thesis of one of us [38].193
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A. Yield Fraction Determination194

Event Mode data were used to determine the fraction of the yield in the detectors that were caused by pions (as195

opposed to the desired electrons) and by neutral particles. The existence of the Pb wall in front of the “blocked”196

detector (MD7) meant that these determinations were done differently for that detector compared to the seven other197

unblocked detectors, as discussed below.198

1. Pion yield fraction in unblocked detectors199

Event Mode data were used to determine fπ, the fraction of the signal seen in the detectors that was due to pions200

(or muons from their decay; these were treated together, and henceforth “pions” will refer to both). We note that201

negative pions can only arise in electron scattering on hydrogen through multi-pion production processes. There is a202

paucity of multi-pion production cross-section data available in the relevant kinematic range for this experiment, and203

so we relied on measured pulse-height distributions in the main detectors to determine fπ. Figure 1 shows a typical204

pulse-height spectrum for an unblocked main detector, obtained during Event Mode data-taking. The spectrum is a205

sum of the signals of the two PMTs that read out the detector, and the electronic pedestal has been subtracted. The206

peak at larger amplitude due to the showering electrons is clearly seen, along with the peak at lower amplitude due207

to the (minimum-ionizing) pions.208
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FIG. 1. Typical photoelectron spectrum, after subtraction of the electronic pedestal, for an unblocked main detector (MD4).
Two distinct peaks can be see. The narrow peak on the left, centered near 20 photoelectrons, is due to pions. The broader
peak on the right, centered near 100 photoelectrons, is due to electrons.

In order to fit these spectra to determine the fractional signal from pions and electrons, separate GEANT4 [39]209

simulations were generated of electrons and pions, of appropriate momenta, incident on a detector, with the generation210

and tracking of optical photons enabled in the simulation. These simulations provided pulse-height distributions for211

the two particle types. The experimental pulse-height spectra for each of the unblocked main detectors were fitted212

to a linear combination of the simulated pion and electron spectra, with the relative fractions of the two particle213

types as a free parameter. The fit also included a scaling factor between photoelectrons (simulation) and electronic214

channels (data), one factor for each detector, to account for detector-to-detector variations in PMT gain. A typical215

fitted spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.216

The pion yield fraction was calculated as217

f iπ =
Y sim
π

Y sim
π + Y sim

e

, (3)

where i is the detector number, Y sim
π is the total simulated light yield from pions, and Y sim

e is the total simulated218

light yield from electrons.219

In Figure 3, the fitted pion fractions for six of the eight main detectors are shown. The blocked detector MD7220

was not included in this analysis, because it required a different approach to determine its pion yield fraction (see221
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FIG. 2. Typical fit to the photoelectron spectrum from an unblocked main detector (MD4). The black histogram is the data,
and the simulated spectra from pions (magenta), electrons (blue) and the sum of the electrons and pions (red) are superimposed.

next subsection). Main detector 3 was also not included, due to a light leak in one of the PMTs that distorted the222

pulse height spectrum in Event Mode data. The Integrating Mode asymmetry data were taken at a rate six orders of223

magnitude higher, and so this light leak was negligible compared to the signal in that case. Thus MD3 was included224

in the asymmetry analysis (Sect. III).225

There was a significantly larger detector-to-detector variation in the pion fraction values than what one would226

expect from statistical uncertainty alone, presumably due to an unaccounted-for systematic effect (we do not know of227

a physics reason for such a variation). The root-mean-squared deviation (RMS) of the six f iπ was used as a conservative228

uncertainty on the average pion yield fraction to account for this systematic effect, giving a detector-averaged value229

of favg
π = 0.096± 0.029 for the unblocked detectors.230
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FIG. 3. The fraction of the detector yield due to pions, f iπ, is shown for each main detector, except MD3 and MD7 (see text).
The statistical uncertainties from the fitting routine are smaller than the plotting symbols. Also shown is the average value
(black line) and the RMS (hatched area), which we adopt as the uncertainty on the average.
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2. Pion yield fraction in MD7231
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FIG. 4. Photoelectron spectrum from the blocked main detector (MD7). Only the peak due to pions ( ≈ 20 photoelectrons) is
visible; c.f. Fig. 1.

The method described above could not be used to determine the pion yield fraction in MD7, the blocked detector,232

as the fraction of electrons surviving the Pb wall was so small (see Fig. 4) that the electron peak could not be reliably233

distinguished from the tail of the pion peak in the pulse-height spectrum.234

Instead, the assumption was made that both the electrons and the pions were produced with approximate azimuthal235

symmetry, and so the same pion/electron flux ratio was incident on all 8 detectors. Additional GEANT4 simulations236

were generated for electrons and pions, of appropriate momenta, incident on the Pb wall in MD7, to determine the237

signal attenuation factors in the Pb for the electrons and pions, respectively. Applying these attenuation factors to238

the incident flux ratio extracted from the unblocked octants yielded a pion fraction for MD7 of f7
π = 0.81± 0.05.239

3. Neutral yield fraction240

The Event Mode data were also used to determine the fraction of the main detector signal which arose due to241

neutral particles (primarily low-energy gamma rays, but also neutrons). During this data-taking, incident charged242

particles could be vetoed using the plastic “trigger” scintillators from the tracking system (for a detailed description of243

the tracking system, see Ref. [35]). These scintillators ( 218 cm long, 30 cm wide and 1.0 cm thick), when rotated into244

measurement position, were located just upstream of the main detectors, and covered the entire acceptance of the main245

detectors for particles from the target passing through the spectrometer. For the measurement of the neutral yield246

fraction, the data acquisition was triggered by the main detector signal, and charged events were rejected in offline247

data analysis by placing cuts on the time and pulse-height spectra from the scintillators. The fraction of the yield in248

the unblocked main detectors that was due to neutral particles was measured to be (7.8±0.4)%. This was considerably249

larger than the < 0.3% fraction observed in the weak charge measurement [20]. This large neutral fraction was due250

to several effects: (i) the contribution of “punch-through” events, in which ∼3 GeV elastically scattered electrons251

showered in the detector-hut shield wall, (ii) the much lower rate of inelastic electrons at the present kinematics252

compared to the dominant elastic electrons of the weak charge measurement, and (iii) interactions of beam electrons253

scattered from the target at very small angles, which could interact in the beampipe downstream of the target, in the254

vicinity of the detectors, causing a “glow” of low-energy gamma rays.255

The effect of the punch-through events on the asymmetry measurement was corrected for separately (see Sec.III D 3),256

so here GEANT4 simulation was used to estimate the contribution of punch-through events to the neutral yield257

fraction; subtracting this gives a non-punch-through neutral fraction of fUN
NB = (6.3 ± 0.6)%. As these events are258

understood to arise mainly due to small-angle events, i.e., events at very low Q2, they carry essentially no physics259

asymmetry (parity-violating asymmetries generically scale with Q2), and we therefore treat this as a pure “dilution”260

to the asymmetry measurement. They do carry a false asymmetry, ABB, the correction for which is described in261

Sec. III B.262

In the case of MD7, however, the presence of the Pb wall upstream of the detector prevented the tracking system263
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from being rotated in place to veto charged particles. Therefore a direct measurement of the neutral yield fraction264

for this detector, f7
NB, was not possible. Instead, an indirect method was used to infer its value. The assumption265

was made that the rate of the neutral events was azimuthally symmetric (i.e., that each of main detector, including266

MD7, experienced the same neutral particle yield). The neutral fraction in MD7 was then larger relative to the267

unblocked detectors due to the suppression of the charged particle yields (electrons and pions) in the Pb wall. Again,268

using GEANT4 simulations to determine the suppression factors for electrons and pions due to the wall, the resulting269

neutral fraction was found to be f7
NB = (51±9)%. Further details on the neutral background extraction can be found270

in Ref. [38].271

B. Asymmetry determination272

For Integrating Mode data, the raw asymmetry as measured by a given detector was calculated, for every helicity273

quartet, using:274

Araw =
Y+ − Y−
Y+ + Y−

(4)

where Y± = S±/I± is the detector yield, defined as the integrated signal from a given detector S±, after subtraction275

of the electronic pedestal, normalized to the beam current I± in each helicity window. In Eq. 4, Y± is averaged over276

the two positive (negative) helicity windows in a quartet.277

The raw asymmetries Araw were then corrected for several sources of false asymmetry. These included (i) false278

asymmetries arising from helicity-correlated fluctuations in the properties (trajectory and energy) of the electron279

beam, Abeam, (ii) asymmetries arising from interactions of the electron beam with a collimator in the beamline,280

which we refer to as the beamline background, ABB, and (iii) asymmetries caused by re-scattering in the pre-radiators281

upstream of each detector, which we refer to as the re-scattering bias, Abias. Each of these are discussed in turn below.282

283

(i) Abeam: The helicity-correlated beam correction was determined via284

Abeam = −
5∑
i=1

(
∂A

∂χi

)
∆χi. (5)

where ∆χi are the helicity-correlated differences in the trajectory or energy, as measured over a helicity quartet.285

The sensitivities ∂A/∂χi were determined during 6 minute intervals, using linear least-squares regression of the natu-286

ral fluctuations of the five beam properties: position and angle in x and y, and energy. These corrections were applied287

to the data for each detector, for each helicity quartet. The net result of these corrections for each detector was small,288

typically < 0.05 ppm, as detailed in Table I and Table II , and the statistical uncertainty on these corrections was289

negligible.290

291

(ii) ABB: In the weak charge measurement [20], it was found that a false asymmetry arose due to secondary events292

scattered from the beamline and beam collimator. Such events were determined to be predominantly comprised of293

low-energy neutral particles which contributed a small amount to the detector signal, but which carried a significant294

asymmetry, associated with helicity-dependent intensity and/or position fluctuations in the halo around the main295

accelerated electron beam. This asymmetry could be monitored and corrected for using the asymmetries measured296

in various auxillary “background” detectors (see Refs. [20], [40] for details). The same technique was adopted in the297

present analysis, resulting in only a small correction, consistent with zero: ABB = −0.012± 0.027 ppm [38].298

299

(iii) Abias: After the polarized electrons scattered from the target, they traveled through the spectrometer’s magnetic300

field, causing their spins to precess. In the weak charge measurement [20], this resulted in the initially longitudinally301

polarized electrons developing a significant transverse (radial) component upon reaching the main detector array.302

These electrons showered and underwent multiple scattering in the Pb pre-radiators in front of the main detectors.303

The parity-conserving left-right analyzing power in the low-energy Mott scattering of the electrons from the Pb nuclei304

caused the asymmetries measured in the two PMTs mounted on either end of a given main detector to differ. In the305

weak charge measurement, the difference between the asymmetries for the two PMTs was found to be of the order of306

Adiff = 0.3 ppm. Fortunately, for perfect detector symmetry, this parity-conserving effect cancels when forming the307

parity-violating asymmetry of interest. Small symmetry-breaking imperfections in the main detector’s geometry and308

optical response functions lead to a modest correction to the parity-violating asymmetry, which we refer to as the re-309

scattering bias Abias. This effect was extensively studied for the weak charge measurement [20], where the correction310
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was found to be Abias = 0.0043 ± 0.0030 ppm. The re-scattering effect was also found in the present data set; the311

difference of the asymmetries from the two PMTs, averaged over all 8 detectors was Adiff = 1.3±0.3 ppm. The larger312

physics asymmetries, and larger statistical uncertainties for the present measurement meant that a similarly detailed313

study of Abias was not required here. Instead, the previous value of Abias was simply scaled by the ratio of the Adiff314

values between the present measurement and that from the weak charge measurement, and, to be conservative, the315

uncertainty on Abias was doubled, to yield Abias = 0.019± 0.028 ppm, which is small compared to Aiiraw (see Ref. [38]316

for details).317

The raw asymmetries were corrected for the false asymmetries discussed above in order to generate the measured318

asymmetries Aijmeas using319

Aijmeas = Aijraw +ABB +Abias +Aijbeam. (6)

Here the index i = 1, 2...8 represents the main detector number, and j represents the data set, either production or320

transverse. The same corrections ABB and Abias were used for all 8 detectors. With eight main detectors and two321

data sets (production and transverse), there were sixteen total measured asymmetries Aijmeas. The raw and measured322

asymmetries for the production data set are tabulated in Table I, and for the transverse data set in Table II.323

A valuable test to ensure that false asymmetries have been properly accounted for is the behavior of the asymmetries324

under the “slow” reversal, wherein an insertable half-wave plate is periodically inserted into the path of the laser beam325

in the electron-beam source. This reverses the actual electron beam helicity with respect to the helicity signal from326

source, and so should simply switch the sign of the measured asymmetry. A failure of this reversal would reveal the327

presence of several classes of imperfectly corrected-for false asymmetries.328

The measured asymmetries were well-behaved under the slow reversal process. For example, Fig. 5 shows the329

average asymmetry from the 7 unblocked octants plotted vs. data subset, where each data subset corresponds to a330

particular state of the insertable half-wave plate. The measured asymmetry reverses sign as expected; the χ2 per331

degree of freedom of a fit of the sign-corrected asymmetries to a single value is an acceptable 0.238.332

TABLE I. Asymmetries for each main detector from the production data set. Raw asymmetries, Araw, as well as the asymmetries
after correction for helicity-correlated fluctuations in beam properties, Araw +Abeam, are shown. Note that all corrections were
less than 0.20 ppm and they caused no appreciable increase in uncertainty.

Main Araw Araw +Abeam

Detector (ppm) (ppm)
1 −2.28 ± 0.57 −2.24 ± 0.57
2 −2.24 ± 0.57 −2.24 ± 0.57
3 −3.17 ± 0.56 −3.19 ± 0.56
4 −2.54 ± 0.58 −2.58 ± 0.58
5 −2.11 ± 0.58 −2.10 ± 0.58
6 0.35 ± 0.58 0.16 ± 0.58
7 1.07 ± 0.95 1.07 ± 0.95
8 −1.46 ± 0.57 −1.49 ± 0.57

TABLE II. Asymmetries for each main detector from the transverse data set. Raw asymmetries, Araw, as well as the asymmetries
after correction for helicity-correlated fluctuations in beam properties, Araw +Abeam, are shown. Note that all corrections were
less than 0.15 ppm and they caused no appreciable increase in uncertainty.

Main Araw Araw +Abeam

Detector (ppm) (ppm)
1 2.56 ± 2.86 2.58 ± 2.87
2 6.10 ± 2.85 6.14 ± 2.85
3 6.61 ± 2.80 6.58 ± 2.80
4 2.77 ± 2.88 2.72 ± 2.88
5 −4.56 ± 2.90 −4.50 ± 2.90
6 −1.07 ± 2.88 −1.20 ± 2.88
7 18.57 ± 4.64 18.61 ± 4.64
8 −3.87 ± 2.85 −4.00 ± 2.86
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FIG. 5. Measured asymmetry from the production data set, averaged over the unblocked octants, vs. data subset, where each
data subset corresponds to a particular state of the insertable half-wave plate used to reverse the sign of the electron beam
helicity. Each data subset represents roughly 4 hours of data-taking. The “OUT” subsets reveal the unreversed sign of the
asymmetry.

C. Extraction of Longitudinal Electron Asymmetry333

The measured asymmetries Aijmeas include contributions from both scattered electrons and from pions generated334

in the target. For each particle type, the asymmetry includes parity-violating contributions due to the longitudinal335

component of the beam polarization, and parity-conserving contributions due to the transverse component of the336

beam polarization. These latter asymmetries, which are predominantly caused by two-photon exchange processes,337

vary in a sinusoidal manner with the azimuthal location of the detectors. Finally, each detector’s asymmetry was338

diluted by the fraction of the yield arising from particles other than electrons and pions, which we designate as a339

neutral background, as it was dominated by low-energy gamma rays.340

Thus, the measured asymmetries were parameterized as341

Aijmeas = (1− f iNB)
[
(1− favg/7

π )(ALe cos θjP +ATe sin θjP sinφi)

+favg/7
π (ALπ cos θjP +ATπ sin θjP sinφi)

]
.

(7)

The fractional yield from pions seen in MD7 is represented by f7
π . The average fractional yield seen by the seven342

unblocked main detectors is favg
π . The longitudinal asymmetry from electrons(pions) is ALe(π). The transverse asym-343

metry from electrons(pions) is ATe(π). The beam polarization angle of data set j is θjP , with j = “prod” (production)344

or “trans” (transverse). The neutral background yield fraction for MDi is f iNB. The fixed angles corresponding to the345

azimuthal angle placement of the main detectors are φi, with φ1 = 0◦, φ2 = 45◦, etc.346

In order to extract the four component asymmetries, ALe , ATe , ALπ , and ATπ , and their uncertainties from the measured347

asymmetries in Eq. 7, a ‘Many-Worlds’ Monte-Carlo minimization approach was implemented. The input quantities348

to this minimization were Aijmeas (see Tab. I), favg
π (see Sec. III A 1), f7

π (see Sec. III A 2), f iNB (see Sec. III A 3) and349

θjP . A value for each input quantity was randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution about its mean with a width350

equal to its uncertainty. These random values were then used to calculate the asymmetry in each MD and for each351

polarization configuration via352
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Aijcalc = (1− f̃ iNB)
[
(1− f̃avg/7

π )(ALe cos θ̃jP +ATe sin θ̃jP sinφi)

+f̃avg/7
π (ALπ cos θ̃jP +ATπ sin θ̃jP sinφi)

]
,

(8)

where a ‘∼’ over a quantity indicates a randomly selected value for that quantity. The function δ, where353

δ2 =
∑

(Ãijmeas −A
ij
calc)2, (9)

was then minimized with respect to the four unknown component asymmetries. This resulted in one possible set354

of values for each component asymmetry, ALe , ATe , ALπ , and ATπ . The randomization and minimization process was355

repeated 106 times, giving 106 extracted values for each of the four component asymmetries and 106 values for356

the calculated asymmetries (shown in Fig. 6). Iterating 106 times ensured that each input quantity was sampled357

sufficiently to span its full probability distribution. This large amount of repeated input sampling also ensured that358

the distributions of the extracted component asymmetries varied smoothly.359
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FIG. 6. Measured and fitted asymmetries vs. detector number, for both (a) the production data set and (b) the transverse
data set.

The root-mean-squared (RMS) deviations of the resulting distributions are taken as their uncertainties. Correlations360

in the uncertainties of the extracted quantities due to the fitting are automatically accounted for in this ‘Many-Worlds’361

approach. The results for the four component asymmetries and their uncertainties are listed in Table III.362

TABLE III. Asymmetries extracted from the ‘Many-Worlds’ Monte-Carlo minimization process.

Asymmetry Mean(ppm) RMS(ppm)

ALe -4.57 1.30
ATe 10.7 3.1
ALπ 22.1 7.8
ATπ -52.3 16.8
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D. Isolation of Parity-Violating Inelastic Asymmetry363

The asymmetry of interest Ainel was contained within the longitudinal electron asymmetry, ALe , which was deter-364

mined as described in the previous section. However ALe needs to be corrected for several physics backgrounds, and365

for fact that the beam was not 100% polarized. There were three significant such background processes: (i) events366

generated by scattering in the aluminum entrance and exit windows of the target, (ii) electrons elastically scattered367

from the hydrogen that were radiated into the acceptance and (iii) electrons elastically scattered from the hydrogen368

that were unradiated, but that generated signals in the detectors by “punching through” the concrete walls of the369

main detector shielding hut.370

In order to correct for each of these backgrounds one needs to determine the background fraction fk, i.e., the371

fraction of the signal due to background k, as well as the asymmetry due to that background, Ak. Below we discuss372

each of these backgrounds in turn.373

1. Aluminum background374

The fractional light-yield contribution from the aluminum target windows, fAl, was estimated using GEANT4375

simulation, yielding376

fAl =
YAl

YTot
= 0.0075± 0.0009 (10)

where YAl is the yield of electrons scattered from the aluminum windows and YTot is the total electron yield from377

the cryogenic target. The cross section parameterizations used in the simulation were taken from Refs. [41, 42].378

The longitudinal parity-violating asymmetry from aluminum Ameas
Al was measured from dedicated runs taken on379

the aluminum alloy target at the same nea energy. Consistent results for this asymmetry were measured for all 8380

detectors (see Fig. 7); the average value was Ameas
Al = −3.1 ± 2.2 ppm. Correcting for the beam polarization gives381

AAl = Ameas
Al /(P cos θprod

P ) = −3.8± 2.7 ppm.382
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FIG. 7. AAl, the asymmetry measured from the aluminum alloy target, plotted vs. detector number. The horizontal solid line
and hatched region represent the average value and its uncertainty, respectively.

This asymmetry, for the unblocked octants, contains contributions from both electrons scattering from the aluminum383

as well as pions produced in the aluminum. In principle, the pion and electron asymmetries from aluminum could be384

separated by comparing the results for the unblocked (electron-dominated) and blocked (pion-dominated) detectors.385

However, there was not sufficient statistical precision in the aluminum target data to perform such a separation; the386

measured blocked detector (MD7) asymmetry was identical within errors with that from the unblocked detectors387

(see Fig. 4). Consequently, we conservatively adopted the 8-detector average with a doubled uncertainty, AAl =388

−3.8± 5.4 ppm as our electron asymmetry from the Al windows.389
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2. Elastic Radiative Tail390

Elastically scattered electrons from the target, if unradiated, were too energetic to make it cleanly into the ac-391

ceptance of the spectrometer. However, if they underwent hard bremsstrahlung, either before or after the scattering392

vertex, they could emerge with energies (∼1.0 – 1.2 GeV) that allowed them into the acceptance.393

The asymmetry of that fraction of the elastic radiative tail that made it into the acceptance and generated signals394

in the main detectors was determined using a GEANT4 simulation. Elastic scattered electrons were generated and395

propagated through the target and the spectrometer; the asymmetries were generated using the standard model396

value for the weak charge of the proton (which is consistent with our measured value [20]), and the appropriate397

kinematics. External bremsstrahlung processes were simulated using GEANT4 routines, and internal bremsstrahlung398

was accounted for following the prescription of Schwinger [43]. The acceptance-averaged asymmetry extracted from399

the simulation was AEl = −0.58± 0.02 ppm.400

To calculate the background fraction fEl for this process, one needs to know cross sections for highly radiated elastic401

scattering, but also those for the inelastic scattering processes which represent our signal of interest.402

For radiative processes, following Mo and Tsai [44] and Tsai [45], the angle-peaking approximation was used when403

calculating the angular integration of the cross sections, and the equivalent-radiator approximation was used to404

calculate the internal bremsstrahlung corrections. A Coulomb-correction was included following Aste et al. [46]. For405

inelastic scattering, the cross-section parameterization of Christy and Bosted [41] was adopted. The calculations of406

the necessary radiative corrections to the cross sections were too computationally expensive to directly embed in the407

GEANT4 simulation. Instead, the cross sections were calculated using an external piece of computer code originally408

developed by S. Dasu [47], and modified by a number of authors. These calculated cross sections were used to weight409

GEANT4 simulated events, which thereby accounted for the experimental acceptance. The resulting elastic radiative410

tail yield fraction was fEl = YEl/YTot = 0.616± 0.036, where YEl is the yield of elastically scattered electrons.411

3. Elastic punch-through412

The detector hut shield-wall was designed for the primary weak charge measurement which had a maximum energy413

of scattered electrons E′ < 1.16 GeV. For the present measurement, with the beam energy tripled to 3.3 GeV, the414

E′ for elastic scattering events could range up near 3.3 GeV, and thus the concrete shield wall was not thick enough415

to always absorb all of the energy for the most energetic of these events. An additional background arose from416

those events which showered in the shield wall, when some of the secondaries in the shower “punched through” and417

deposited light in the main detectors.418

To correct for this, GEANT4 was used to simulate elastically scattered electrons with scattered energies ranging419

from 150 MeV up to 3.35 GeV. Fig. 8 shows the energy spectrum of scattered electrons for events for which light420

was deposited in one of the the main detectors. The yield fraction for these punch-through events obtained from the421

simulation was fPT = YPT/YTot = 0.0220 ± 0.0007, where YPT is the yield of these punch-through events, and their422

asymmetry was APT = −3.96± 0.04 ppm.423

E. Central Kinematics424

A direct measurement of the central value of the four-momentum transfer for the inelastic events, Q2
inel, using the425

tracking system was not possible, because the inelastic events could not be distinguished experimentally from the426

events in the elastic radiative tail. However, a value for Q2
total, the Q2 for the predicted mixture of inelastic and427

radiative tail events, was extracted from the GEANT4 simulation. This simulated value, Q2
total(sim) = 0.0787 GeV2

428

was in reasonable agreement with the experimental value from the tracking system, Q2
total(expt) = 0.0762 GeV2, and429

the discrepancy between the two was used to estimate the uncertainties on Q2
inel and W . The resulting four-momentum430

transfer was Q2
inel = 0.082± 0.002 GeV2, and the invariant mass W = 2.23± 0.06 GeV.431
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FIG. 8. Simulated energy E′ spectrum for elastically-scattered electrons for those events that generated signals in the main
detectors (log scale). Note the two distinct peaks. The peak near 1100 MeV represents highly-radiated scattered electrons that
pass through the collimators and the apertures of the concrete shield-hut, to directly impinge on the main detector. The peak
at the right is due to elastically scattered “punch-through” electrons (see text) which had radiated little energy, but which
struck the shield-hut wall, creating a shower that generated signal in the main detectors.

IV. RESULTS432

With all backgrounds having been measured or simulated, the final parity-violating asymmetry from inelastic433

electron-proton scattering Ainel was extracted from ALe using434

Ainel =

ALe /P −
∑
k

fkAk

1−
∑
k

fk
, (11)

where P = (87.0 ± 0.6)% is the total polarization of the electron beam and k = [El,PT,Al], corresponding to the435

elastic radiative tail, elastic punch-through, and aluminum backgrounds, respectively.436

This physics asymmetry was determined to be

Ainel = −13.5± 2.0(stat.)± 3.9(syst.) ppm

= −13.5± 4.4 ppm
(12)

at Q2 = 0.082 GeV2 and W = 2.23 GeV.437

The uncertainty of the final Ainel was dominated by systematic uncertainties (28.7% relative) (see Tab. IV). The438

four primary contributors, in decreasing order of size, were the pion yield fractions fπ, the neutral background in439

MD7 f7
NB, the elastic radiative tail yield fraction fEl, and the polarization angles of the electron beam θP .440

The present result for Ainel is compared to the predictions from the AJM group [30] and from Gorchtein et al. [26])441

in Fig. 9. Our central value is larger than that predicted by either of the two calculations, however it agrees with442

both within 1.4σ (experimental uncertainty). The relatively limited precision of the present result does not allow443

us to comment on the appropriateness of the somewhat smaller theoretical uncertainty quoted by the AJM group444

(compared to that obtained by Gorchtein et al.). Nonetheless, the agreement with both calculations lends confidence445

in the modeling of the F γZ1 and F γZ2 interference structure functions used in these calculations, which are so critical446

to the �γZ contribution to parity-violating electron scattering.447

A. Implications of other measured asymmetries448

In addition to the inelastic parity-violating asymmetry for electrons, Ainel, which was the primary motivation for449

this measurement, three other asymmetries were obtained from fitting the data (see Table III). These were the parity-450
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TABLE IV. Summary of contributions to Ainel, and their contributions to the uncertainty Ainel, in relative percent.

Contribution

Quantity Quantity Value to ( dAinel
Ainel

)

Pion Yield Fraction favg
π 0.096 ± 0.029 21.9%
f7
π 0.81 ± 0.05

Neutral Background in MD7 f7
NB 0.51 ± 0.09 12.4%

Elastic Radiative Tail Yield Fraction fEl 0.62 ± 0.04 9.8%

Polarization Angle θprodP −19.7◦ ± 1.9◦ 9.3%
θtransP 92.2◦ ± 1.9◦

Neutral Background in Unblocked MDs fUN
NB 0.063 ± 0.006 1.4%

Aluminum Window Asymmetry AAl −3.8 ± 5.4 ppm 1.0%
Beam Polarization P 87.0 ± 0.6% 0.8%
Elastic Radiative Tail Asymmetry AEl −0.58 ± 0.02 ppm 0.3%
Re-scattering Bias Effect Abias 0.019 ± 0.028 ppm 0.2%
Aluminum Window Yield Fraction fAl 0.0075 ± 0.0009 0.2%
Punch-Through Yield Fraction fPT 0.0220 ± 0.0007 < 0.1%
Beamline Background Asymmetry ABB 0.012 ± 0.027 ppm < 0.1%
Punch-Through Asymmetry APT −3.96 ± 0.04 ppm < 0.1%
Regression Correction < 0.20 ± 0.00 ppm < 0.1%
Total Systematics 28.7%
Statistics 15.8%
Total: 32.8%
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FIG. 9. Model calculations for Ainel vs. W , at Q2 = 0.08 GeV2, and the present measured datum (solid circle). The central
values (solid curve) are from the AJM group [30], and the dashed lines represent the theoretical uncertainty from that calculation.
The dotted lines are the larger theoretical uncertainties using the approach of Gorchtein et al. model [26] (adapted from Fig. 16
of Ref. [30]). The statisical (inner) and total (outer) error bars for the present measurement are indicated.

violating asymmetry for produced pions, ALπ , and the transverse, or beam-normal single-spin asymmetries (BNSSA)451

for scattered electrons and produced pions, ATe and ATπ , respectively.452

While we did not have sufficient data available to fully correct for the physics backgrounds (elastic radiative tail453

and aluminum target windows) for these observables, we can nevertheless comment on some implications of these454

asymmetries.455

1. ATe456

The beam-normal spin asymmetry ATe is found to be significant and positive (10.7± 3.1 ppm), which is opposite in457

sign to all such BNSSA measured to date in elastic electron scattering experiments [7–11], from the proton and from458

complex nuclei. The aluminum window contribution to the measured ATe must be small, as there is no significant459

transverse asymmetry seen in our Aluminum dummy-target data (see Fig. 7). In order to correct for transverse460

asymmetries in the elastic radiative tail, one would need either BNSSA data at the appropriate kinematics, or a461

reliable theoretical model for the BNSSA in elastic scattering from the proton. The relevant kinematics are (i) that of462

elastic scattering at 3.3 GeV and Q2 ≈ 0.21GeV2 (for both punch-through events, Sec.III D 3, and events that radiated463
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after the scattering vertex), and (ii) that of elastic scattering at ≈ 1.1 GeV and Q2 ≈ 0.05 GeV2 (for events that464

radiated before the scattering vertex). Fortunately, there are data available for the elastic BNSSA from the proton465

near both these kinematics. Using a 3.0 GeV beam, the G0 forward-angle transverse measurement [9] obtained466

ATe = −4.1± 1.2 ppm at Q2 = 0.15 GeV2, and ATe = −4.8± 2.1 ppm at Q2 = 0.25 GeV2. Our own collaboration has467

a preliminary elastic result of ATe = −5.5 ppm at 1.16 GeV beam energy and Q2 = 0.025 GeV2 (Ref. [48], and to be468

published). Correcting the measured ATe for these asymmetries, weighted by their relative contributions in a manner469

similar to that outlined in Sec.III D 2, leads to a crude estimate of the purely inelastic ATe of ≈ +22 ppm.470

To our knowledge, there is no calculation available to date for the BNSSA for the present inelastic kinematics471

(Q2 = 0.082 GeV2 and W = 2.23 GeV), which is above the resonance region. However, Carlson et al. [49] have472

investigated the asymmetry for inelastic scattering to the ∆(1232) resonance, at 1.16 GeV beam energy and forward473

scattering angle, and predicted large (40 – 50 ppm) positive values. That prediction is in good agreement with a474

preliminary result at this beam energy from our collaboration (Ref. [50], and to be published). The Carlson et al.475

model included ∆(1232), S11(1535) and D13(1520) intermediate states in the hadron current. We speculate that the476

large and positive asymmetry we have observed for inelastic scattering above the resonance region may be driven by477

a similar mechanism to that explored in the model of Carlson et al.478

2. ATπ479

The measured transverse asymmetry ATπ = −52.3 ± 16.8 ppm can provide information about the BNSSA in the480

inclusive production of π−’s. We did not attempt to correct the measurement for the contribution from pions produced481

in the aluminum. However, under the assumption that this contribution was small, and thus the signal is dominated482

by pions produced from the hydrogen, then charge conservation dictates that we are observing multiple mesons in483

the final state. We are unaware of calculations appropriate to this observable. We note, however, that Buncher and484

Carlson have calculated the BNSSA in electron scattering in the resonance region when single final-state hadrons are485

observed [51]. They point out that in the case of inelastic processes in which only an outgoing pion is observed, a486

BNSSA can arise from a single photon exchange processes, via final-state strong interactions. The generated BNSSA487

can be of either sign, depending on kinematics [51].488

We note that our observation of such large (≈ −50 ppm) BNSSA for inclusive pions at multi-GeV beam energies489

is important for the design of future precision parity-violation experiments such as the planned 11 GeV MOLLER490

experiment at Jefferson Lab [52], as misidentified pions might produce significant azimuthally-varying background491

asymmetries.492

3. ALπ493

A large positive asymmetry for parity-violating inclusive π− production, ALπ = 22.1± 7.8 ppm, was extracted from494

the data. Again, we did not attempt to correct this for pions produced in the aluminum windows so as to extract an495

asymmetry for production from the proton. We can nevertheless make some comments on this result. The parity-496

violating asymmetry in real photoproduction should be of the order of the hadronic parity-violation parameter h1
π,497

which is experimentally known to be a few 10−7 [53]. The asymmetry from electroproduction of the ∆(1232) from498

protons or neutrons is negative, as measured by G0 [33]. At much high beam energy (50 GeV), the E158 collaboration499

observed a negative inclusive pion production asymmetry of order −1 ppm [54].500

Explanation of the observed large positive asymmetry would seem to require alternative physics mechanisms. One501

possibility is the electroproduction of polarized hyperons, Λ and Σ. Large (∼ 50% − 75%) transfer of polarization502

has been observed in electroproduction of hyperons at similar kinematics [55]. The pion-emitting weak decay (eg503

Λ→ pπ−) of such hyperons is self-analyzing, and pions emitted forward or backward in the hyperon rest frame may504

have different kinematic acceptances, thus leading to an asymmetry in their detection efficiency. A similar effect was505

seen in forward-angle parity-violating electron scattering at 3.0 GeV beam energy by the G0 collaboration [56] who506

found large, positive asymmetries for protons from hyperon decay.507

An alternative hypothesis is that there are large contributions from isoscalar exchange, i.e., the virtual Z0 producing508

multipion final states and coupling to the nucleon via isoscalar Reggeon exchange [57]. There is insufficient information509

in the present data to distinguish between these possibilities.510

Again, our observation of large (≈ +20 ppm) inclusive parity-violating pion asymmetries is relevant as a source of511

potential backgrounds for the MOLLER experiment [52].512
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V. SUMMARY513

We have measured the parity-violating asymmetry in the inelastic scattering of electrons from the proton above the514

resonance region, at Q2 = 0.082 GeV2 and W = 2.23 GeV. The result, Ainel = −13.5± 2.0(stat.)± 3.9(syst.) ppm, is515

in agreement with two dispersion model calculations [30] and [26], and therefore lends confidence in these models as516

used to calculate the �γZ contribution to precision parity-violating electron scattering measurements, and therefore517

to precision tests of the Standard Model.518

We also observed a large positive BNSSA in inelastic electron scattering, a large negative BNSSA in the inclusive519

production of pions, and a large positive asymmetry in the parity-violating inclusive production of pions.520
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